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Something Big Will Happen 
By Steven Augustine 
 
 
Fade In 
 

1. INT. DAY: TEGEL  AIRPORT: SATURDAY MORNING 

We see GERHARD waiting as passengers (largely Japanese) who have 
disembarked a JAL flight from Tokyo file past him after making it through 
CUSTOMS 

Gerhard is tall, blonde, and in his late twenties; dressed semi-formally; holding  a 
photo; he looks rather stiff 

He is waiting for someone, and occasionally looks at the photo he’s holding: a 
low-res picture on print-out paper, implying it was made from an Internet 
download 

CLOSEUP: PHOTO IN GERHARD’S HAND: headshot of a grinning, freckled 
Japanese schoolgirl, SHOKO, in pigtails  

CLOSEUP: GERHARD’S FACE as he studies the photo 

TRACKING IN: on SHOKO as she emerges from CUSTOMS  

SHOKO is 20, tall,  beautiful, unsmiling, apparently busty, outfitted in expensive 
retro-futuristic fashions: a white vinyl rain coat, green vinyl top and skirt, and 
thigh-high white vinyl boots 

Her thick black hair is done up in an elaborate traditional Geisha-like style (with 
long pins) 

she is carrying no luggage (not even a purse) 

She is wearing trendy big yellow sunglasses and her skin is as white with 
makeup as a Kabuki actor’s; she looks nothing like the photo in GERHARD’S hand 

GERHARD looks at SHOKO, then at the photo in his hand, then at SHOKO: he 
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isn’t sure 

GERHARD 
hesitantly 

Entschuldigung. Shoko? 

SHOKO walks right by him, shaking her head with a polite smile 

2. INT. DAY: WC IN TEGEL 

We see SHOKO enter a stall and close it behind herself; sitting on the toilet she 
unzips her top and slips a hand into one cup of the bra, then the other 

She pulls carefully-packed wads of FIFTY DOLLAR BILLS out of her bra (the 
secret of her large cup size) and counts out a good amount, stuffing what’s left 
back into the two very nice hiding places 

Before leaving the WC SHOKO catches a glimpse of herself in the mirror over the 
bathroom sinks and notices that the LEFT CUP is now much bigger than the 
RIGHT CUP and so she has to quickly re-pack them 

3. INT. DAY: MONEY-CHANGING KIOSK AT TEGEL 

We see SHOKO standing at the clerk’s window as he counts out five or six 
thousand EURO for her, which she stuffs in her pockets 

4. EXT. DAY: TAXI STAND IN FRONT OF TEGEL 

SHOKO climbs in a taxi 

She hands the turbaned driver, SAHIDS, a 100 Euro bill 

SHOKO 
in uncertain English 

Please take me to best place. 
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SAHIDS 
grinning at SHOKO in the rearview 

mirror 
I’ve been driving in this city for 15 years, and 
this is the first time someone has trusted me 
enough to just give me some money and say, 
‘take me somewhere!’ If there were more people 
like you in this world, being a taxi driver would 
be the exciting profession that it should be! 

He puts on his eye glasses 
I won’t let you down! 

SAHIDS salutes SHOKO in the mirror and puts the taxi in gear and they drive off 
(with a screeching of the tires) 

  
POV: SHOKO’S as we see Berlin through her window  
 
SFX: a cassette of modern Pakistani pop music: synthesizers and sitars.  
 
They drive by the crumbling shells of buildings that haven’t been repaired since 
the war; they drive by brand new perfect glass palaces…  

They drive and drive 

CUT TO: 

5. EXT. DAY: IN FRONT OF  ‘THE SHOE FITS’ 

Finally, SHOKO’S taxi pulls up in front of a trendy shoe store in Mitte; ‘The Shoe 
Fits.’  
 
SHOKO climbs out of the taxi, waves ‘goodbye’ to SAHIDS and enters the store  
 
The store is full of Japanese tourist girls dressed exactly like SHOKO, in 
sunglasses of red, yellow, blue and green, listening to the trendiest TECHNO 
music while trying on thigh-high vinyl boots of either black or white 
 
For SHOKO it is a depersonalizing nightmare of clones 
 
SHOKO backs out of the store in a barely-controlled panic; she runs up the street  
 
She flags down a taxi and climbs into it. She hands the German driver, BERNDT, 
a 100 Euro bill  
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SHOKO 
out of breath 

Please take me to best place. 

BERNDT hands the bill back to her 

BERNDT 
in heavily-accented English 

The ‘best place?’ The best place for what? 

SHOKO 
For where I belong. 

BERNDT 
Pardon me, miss, but wondering where you 
belong, it is not my job. 

SHOKO 
Well, you can name a few place? 

BERNDT 
No. 

SHOKO 
You have map? 

Grunting in exasperation, BERNDT pops the glove compartment, gets out a map 
of BERLIN, and hands it to SHOKO 

SHOKO closes her eyes  randomly fingers a spot on the map 

CUT TO: 

6. EXT. DAY: FLOH MARKT at STRASSE DES 17th JUNI 

We see the taxi pull up and let SHOKO out at the FLOH MARKT 

CUT TO: 

SHOKO wandering through the crowded market, looking like a beautiful visitor 
from THE FUTURE (or another planet) and getting stares 
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We see her squeeze by various stalls: a stall of hand-painted silk scarves; a stall 
of glass beads and cheap jewelry; a stall of animal-shaped candles, etc. 

SHOKO passes a stall of FILM POSTERS (with a poster from GODARD’S 
‘BREATHLESS’ displayed prominently, as well as FELLINI’S ‘LA DOLCE VITA,’,’ 
TRUFFAUT’S ‘JULES ET JIM,’ and WERTMULLER’S ‘SWEPT AWAY,’)  

We see that a guy browsing through posters (looking at the poster of  
BERTOLUCCI’S ‘LAST TANGO IN PARIS) at that particular stall, JEAN PAUL, a  
Senegalese teen-ager, happens to look up and notice as SHOKO passes 

JEAN PAUL is tall, skinny, coal-black, and wearing a second-hand suit that’s two 
sizes too big for him; the suit is baggy-but-chic-looking on his slender frame; 
JEAN PAUL looks very cool but rather hungry  

He has an unlit MARLOBORO sticking out of his mouth 

SHOKO glances at him as she walks by: their eyes meet briefly and time seems 
to slow down for a moment 

CLOSEUP: JEAN PAUL watching SHOKO; his face is so shiny and black that we 
can almost see her reflection in it as she passes 

CUT TO: 

SHOKO is in a USED CDs stall, flipping through rows and rows of discount CDs 
with the speed and precision of an android. She pulls out one and lays it atop the 
other CDS: we see that it’s something by JIMI HENDRIX 

She continues searching through the CDs in a different row, placing another CD 
atop the others and moving on 

We see that JEAN PAUL is by now standing in the same used CD stall, coolly 
working his way around to where SHOKO is standing 

JEAN PAUL sees the HENDRIX CD that SHOKO has put aside for herself on top of 
the other CDs and he slips it into his pocket 

SHOKO notices this 

SHOKO 
That’s mine. 
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JEAN PAUL 
With a charming smile 

But it was sleeping there alone, sister. 

SHOKO 
I was coming back soon. 

JEAN PAUL 
But it spoke to me! 

SHOKO 
You love Jimi Hendrix? He is very beautiful. 

JEAN PAUL 
Jimi is the grandfather of rappers. 

SHOKO 
No, Jimi Hendrix godfather of Punk.  

JEAN PAUL 
diplomatically 

He is the ancestor of all music. 

SHOKO 
 Okay, you can steal it. 

sniffing 
You smell very good. 

JEAN PAUL 
pointing at the cigarette in his mouth 

 Thank you, sister. Do you got a fire? 

SHOKO 
 Never. Smoking kills. 

JEAN PAUL 
Do you think I’m afraid of little killers like smoke? 

SHOKO 
 Your English is not so best. 

JEAN PAUL 
Yours not too. 
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SHOKO 
 We should speak our only languages. 

JEAN PAUL 
Agreed. 

They shake hands in agreement 

SHOKO 
 (In Japanese; subtitled English)  

This is much better. Now I’m free to say what I 
want and you can’t understand a word. It’s like 
watching you on television. 

JEAN PAUL 
 (in Wolof) 

I agree. But what you don’t know is that my 
father ran a soccer camp for two years in 
Tokamachi. I love Japanese girls, and I can 
understand every single thing you say. 

SHOKO 
(in Japanese) 

That’s funny… it sounded like you said 
‘Tokamachi.’ My cousin lives there. 

CUT TO: 

7. EXT. DAY: NEAR IMBISS WAGON AT FLOH MARKT 

SHOKO and JEAN PAUL are walking together past the FLOH MARKT’S IMBISS 
WAGON when JEAN PAUL notices that someone has left a paper plate of pomme 
frittes on one of the tables, almost entirely uneaten 

JEAN PAUL promptly grabs a handful of fries and eats them hungrily, then offers 
the plate to SHOKO 

SHOKO frowns like a mother and takes the plate of half-eaten potatoes and 
throws it away in a nearby trash can, shaking her head 

she tugs JEAN PAUL by the sleeve and heads for the queue at the IMBISS 
WAGON 
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CUT TO: 

We see a GERMAN BAUARBEITER with a fistful of napkins return to the table 
where JEAN PAUL ‘found’ the pommes … the BAUARBEITER is puzzled… where 
did his plate of French fries go? 

CUT TO:  

SHOKO and JEAN PAUL preparing to order 

SHOKO 
To Jean Paul, In Japanese 

You order and I’ll pay.  
Switching to English 

You hungry? 

She hands JEAN PAUL a ‘20’; he accepts it reluctantly 

JEAN PAUL 
In Wolof 

An old saying in Senegal goes: A man who lets 
his woman pay for everything in the morning, 
will end up paying another woman for everything 
else at night. But it’s very hard to be wise when 
you’re hungry. 

In English 
What you want? 

SHOKO 
in English 

Diet Coke. And your best food for you. 
Seeing Jean Paul’s reluctance to 

accept her money; whispering in his 
ear 

Don’t worry, I am rich.  

SFX: SHOKO’S whisper 

CUT TO: 

8. EXT. DAY: STRASSE DES 17th JUNI 

We see SHOKO and JEAN PAUL walking along with the inspiring monument of 
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‘Gold Elsie’ (The Siegessäule) rising behind them 

JEAN PAUL carrying a large clear plastic bag full of SNICKERS BARS and CHIPS  
and various non-perishable snacks that he’s bought at the IMBISS WAGON with 
SHOKO’s money; SHOKO sipping her DIET COKE  

We see quite a few young people on foot heading in the opposite direction, 
towards the FLOH MARKT, or some spot in the TIERGARTEN 

A VERY PRETTY GERMAN GIRL walks by and winks boldly at JEAN PAUL (who 
now seems even more attractive to the opposite sex than ever, with this 
beautiful Japanese girl beside him)   

JEAN PAUL peeks over to SHOKO to see if she has noticed: SHOKO looks jealous 

JEAN PAUL grins and shrugs as if to say: Can I help being so good-looking? 

THEN: a group of HANDSOME SCHOOL BOYS of every description stare and flirt 
and whistle at SHOKO as they stream by in a crowd 

SHOKO, triumphant, peeks over at JEAN PAUL to see if he’s noticed 

JEAN PAUL is pouting; SHOKO is looking satisfied 

CUT TO: 

9. EXT. DAY: A STREET IN CHARLOTTENBURG 

JEAN PAUL and SHOKO are walking along still, some time later, and we see that 
JEAN PAUL is still pouting (with a new, unlit cigarette sticking out of his mouth) 

a man walks by and turns his head to stare at SHOKO and we see why JEAN 
PAUL’S mood is bad: there’s too much competition... it’s obvious that SHOKO 
could have almost any man she wants, especially in her attention-getting outfit 

Another man walks by but this one smiles flirtatiously at JEAN PAUL; JEAN PAUL 
looks at SHOKO pointedly in reaction, as though to say: a point for me! 

But then a car full of young men drives by, honking at SHOKO: she wins again 
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SHOKO 
In Japanese 

Men are all just wild monkeys. 

JEAN PAUL 
Angrily, in Wolof 

If you don’t like the attention, why do you dress  
that way? 

SHOKO 
in Japanese 

A man is like a run-away bus that his penis is 
driving! 

JEAN PAUL 
Responding with irritation, in Wolof 

And a woman is like a bus station, with buses 
coming and going every hour. 

SHOKO 
Giggling, in Japanese 

Men should wear special clothing in which their 
faces are completely covered, but their penises 
are allowed to hang out. That would be the only 
way to know if a man really likes you. The face 
doesn’t mean anything! 

JEAN PAUL 
Becoming increasingly vexed, in Wolof 

Now we know what they really think of us! 

SHOKO 
In Japanese 

The next movie that stars Bruce Willis and Hugh 
Grant and Mel Gibson, the billboard advertising 
the movie should only show their penises, and 
then we would know whether we should bother 
seeing the movie or not! 

JEAN PAUL makes a look of disgust and rolls his eyes, but sees something that 
suddenly excites him: 

They have come to a fenced-in little park on KNESEBECK STR, squeezed in 
between the shops, where a bunch of Turkish boys are playing soccer 
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JEAN PAUL makes a ‘whooop!’ of joy and runs to join the game, dropping his bag 
of snacks 

SHOKO is at first a bit irritated: she thinks it’s silly: JEAN PAUL is behaving like a 
little boy 

The Turkish kids are very good, displaying their expert skill with the ball with big 
grins… but it turns out that JEAN PAUL is even better  

He displays such an admirable talent with the ball that even SHOKO is 
impressed: her mood gradually changes from exasperation, to skepticism, to 
reluctant admiration, to pride, to awe 

JEAN PAUL is very cool: he’s playing with the unlit cigarette still in his mouth 

SHOKO begins cheering JEAN PAUL on 

SHOKO 
Shouting, in Japanese 

Go! Go! I’m really impressed! 

CLOSEUP: JEAN PAUL’S fancy footwork 

POV: through the wires of the fence: SHOKO cheering  

SHOKO (CONT’D) 
In Japanese 

I couldn’t tell you had so much talent! I’m very 
proud to know you! 

Thinking that nobody can understand her, SHOKO is unrestrained in her 
language 

She is cheering JEAN PAUL with great enthusiasm, hopping up and down 

ANGLE TIGHT ON SHOKO (bouncing in and out of frame): 
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SHOKO (CONT’D) 
Shouting with joy, in Japanese 

YOU MOVE LIKE A DREAM! I HAVE NEVER BEEN 
SO EXCITED BY ANYONE IN MY LIFE! I HAVE 
DECIDED TO GIVE YOU MY ALMOST-VIRGINITY! 
YOU LOOK SO SEXY I COULD EAT YOU LIKE A 
BIG BLACK CHOCOLATE BAR AND LICK MY 
FINGERS AFTERWARDS! YOU ARE THE STRONG 
BLACK HERO OF MY MOST PRIVATE SEXUAL 
FANTASIES! 

We PULL BACK: and see a white-haired  JAPANESE TOURIST COUPLE (wearing 
shorts and socks-with-sandals;  heavy with cameras) standing directly behind 
SHOKO 

They look shocked; SHOKO turns and sees them and flinches with the surprise, 
then bows and apologizes profusely to them 

We CUT in the middle of her apologies to: 

10. EXT. DAY: ANOTHER STREET IN CHARLOTTENBURG: LATER  

SHOKO and JEAN PAUL are walking along, both looking quite happy 

SHOKO has removed her raincoat 

SHOKO is carrying the bag of snacks 

JEAN PAUL is happy because he heard and understood all of SHOKO’S secret 
praise during the game… as well as the offer of her ‘Almost Virginity’; he is 
sweetly exhausted from the soccer game; he probably played for hours 

It is twilight 

SHOKO 
In Japanese 

So this is what fun is like! I never had it before!  
I like it. And it costs almost no money! But I 
can’t tell if it’s the fun that I really like, or you. 
This is a puzzle that could take weeks to solve. 
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beat 
It makes me sad to think that I’m only here in 
Berlin until tomorrow morning. 

JEAN PAUL is surprised by the news… she’s leaving tomorrow morning… but 
can’t show it 

He spreads his arms and makes a dramatic announcement to the moon that we 
can see mounting the sky 

JEAN PAUL 
in Wolof 

O Father Moon, help your son Jean Paul use his 
magic love powers to make this girl stay here 
forever, so she can have so many of my babies 
that she’ll become as fat as Aretha Franklin, and 
the television news will come to our house to 
interview her! 

SHOKO, not understanding a word of it, giggles  

They are approaching a BUS STOP and a DOUBLE DECKER BUS roars ahead of 
them to the stop 

SHOKO impulsively reaches out and grabs JEAN PAUL’S hand: they break into 
childishly happy laughter and start running to catch the bus together 

CUT TO: 

11. INT. DAY: THE BUS: TWILIGHT 

SHOKO and JEAN PAUL are seated in the upper deck of the bus, SHOKO in the 
window seat in the very front, JEAN PAUL two seats directly behind her 

SHOKO is singing, very softly, with a beautifully childish voice, a version of HEY 
JOE (JIMI HENDRIX) with new, non-misogynistic lyrics (and a complete 
arrangement behind her vocals) 
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SHOKO 
singing, in English 

Hey Joe, where you going with those flowers in 
your hand? Hey Joe, where you going with those 
flowers in your hand? He said, I’m going down to 
bless my old lady, because she made me into a 
better man... 

CUT TO: 

12. INT. NIGHT: THE BUS 

Shoko has fallen asleep on the bus 

she wakes up disoriented… the bus has stopped moving, all she can see through 
the window is the moon and the edge of a forest; JEAN PAUL is nowhere to be 
seen 

SFX: crickets 

Believing she is alone, she slowly gathers up the bag of snacks, and her rain 
coat, and  starts crying: where is she? What should she do? How could he leave 
her? 

she walks awkwardly down the steep steps from the top of the bus and then out 
of the bus 

and finds JEAN PAUL standing outside, waiting for her 

He is taking an unlit cigarette break, puffing on a cigarette with no smoke 

SHOKO is so relieved to see him that she throws her arms around him 

SHOKO 
In English 

I thought you gone! 

We can see the BUS DRIVER in the BG, across the street, illuminated by the light 
in a phone booth, glancing at his watch and talking 

JEAN PAUL 
In English 

End of a line. 
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13. EXT: NIGHT: THE FOREST 

They walk, hand in hand, into the forest 

SHOKO puts her raincoat back on and zips it all the way up; JEAN PAUL turns up 
the collar of his coat 

SHOKO 
In English 

I cold. 

JEAN PAUL 
Me also. 

SFX: forest noises: owls, crickets, frogs 

SHOKO 
In English 

Where we are? 

JEAN PAUL 
In English 

The oldest neighborhood of Berlin. 
Beat 

This is where the bears live. 

They walk deeper into the forest; SHOKO is holding JEAN PAUL’S arm and talking 
to him, making her confessions in what she thinks is a safe way 

SFX: the lonely hoot of an owl; the rustling of an animal in the bushes 

SHOKO pulls closer to JEAN PAUL in fear 

SHOKO 
in Japanese 

I needed a job. I mean, I needed money. I went 
to a club in the middle of the afternoon to 
audition as a dancer. It was a Yakuza club. 
Everyone is scared of the Yakuza, but they don’t 
scare me. The Yakuza want everyone to like 
them, especially little boys and old ladies! How 
scary can they be? 
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beat 
I went to my audition with an extra large bag 
from McDonalds because I was hungry. I’m in 
love with the fish sandwich. My extra large bag 
had three fish sandwiches in it and a Diet Coke. I 
sat at the bar and waited for my appointment to 
arrive: Mr. Kamimura. Then I noticed that behind 
the bar is a very big stack of American money. I 
took the three fish sandwiches out of the extra 
large MacDonald’s bag and put some of the 
money in instead. Then I left the bar, because I 
realized that topless dancing was not for me.  

JEAN PAUL 
In Wolof 

That’s a good story.  
beat 

Both of us are runaways, and our bright futures 
are what we have in common. By refusing the 
automatic destiny of our god-given talents… for 
me it is soccer, for you it is dancing… we prove 
ourselves to be people of character who deserve 
success. 

SHOKO 
In Japanese 

If only you were brave enough, we could be 
kissing already. 

JEAN PAUL restrains himself from doing just that; they continue to walk in 
silence through the forest for quite a distance before JEAN PAUL can’t take it 
anymore and suddenly tries to kiss SHOKO, taking the cigarette out of his mouth 
and leaning towards her 

SHOKO pulls her face away, avoiding the kiss, but when JEAN PAUL’S reaction is 
to then pull away from her, she grabs him and pulls him closer again 

But no kiss happens 

They come to the edge of the forest, part some leafy branches, and see a busy 
street on a Saturday night in Berlin in a trendy neighborhood; flashy cars 
cruising; well-dressed people sitting at outdoor cafes, music throbbing from clubs 
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14. EXT: NIGHT: BUSY NIGHTLIFE STREET 

They walk along the colorful street together, still holding hands, staring at 
everything: the CLUB KIDS in their quasi-military fashions; the RICH OLD MEN 
with their MODELS; the beggars and buskers 

They notice the PROSTITUTES (in their spandex jumpsuit uniforms) marching up 
and down the street 

Tugging a reluctant JEAN PAUL along with her by the hand, SHOKO approaches 
a tall, beautiful, long-legged blond PROSTITUTE in a futuristic outfit that is in 
many ways reminiscent of SHOKO’S 

SHOKO 
In English 

Excuse me please. You have hotel? 

PROSTITUTE 
In stiffly formal English 

Yes I can assure you that I do. I can also assure 
you that I have passed my regular tests for 
A.I.D.S., Hepatitis B and C, and Mononucleosis. I 
am a professional supported by the health care 
services of the City Government. The taxes I pay 
benefit the local infrastructure. 70% of my 
clients are Japanese.  

SHOKO 
In English 

You have television in room? 

PROSTITUTE 
There is a choice of fifteen channels of hardcore 
pornography. 

beat 
How will you be paying for my services this 
evening? Cash, credit, or Euro-Tourist Travel 
Vouchers? 

SHOKO digs a wad of 100 EURO BILLS out of her pocket 

REACTION SHOT: PROSTITUTE: her eyes get big 

CUT TO: 
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15. INT.NIGHT:  HOTEL STAIRWAY 

The Prostitute, followed by SHOKO and JEAN PAUL, climbs the red-carpeted 
stairs 

CUT TO: 

16. INT. NIGHT: HOTEL ROOM 

SHOKO, JEAN PAUL, and THE PROSTITUTE standing awkwardly in the hotel 
room, which is plush and ornately tacky 

The bed is a huge old four-poster; a wide screen television faces it 

SHOKO is the first to move: she goes and gets a chair and sits it between the 
bed and the television, facing the television 

She takes the PROSTITUTE by the hand and seats her in this chair  

SHOKO then takes the TV remote control, switches the television on, and hands 
the remote control to THE PROSTITUTE 

SHOKO 
In English, pointing at television 

You watch. 

ANGLE TIGHT: on THE PROSTITUTE as she watches the television; switching 
channels 

SFX: SHOKO unzipping; the small change jingling in JEAN PAUL’S pants as he 
removes them; the two giggling 

CLOSE-UP: THE PROSTITUTE: turning to peek at them 

SHOKO AND JEAN PAUL (OS) 
Shouting in unison, in English 

Turn that head around, silly girl! 

THE PROSTITUTE complies 

SFX: SHOKO and JEAN PAUL kissing/the TV show (an intellectual Talk 
Show)/television applause 
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SHOKO (OS) 
Whispering, to Jean Paul,  in English 

Close your eyes and something big will happen. 

17. INT. NIGHT:HOTEL ROOM, MUCH LATER 

We see THE PROSTITUTE, asleep in her chair in front of the television, which is 
showing a cartoon 

We slowly PAN: to SHOKO and JEAN PAUL, ‘spooning’ together in the bed behind 
THE PROSTITUTE 

They are half-covered with bed covers, enjoying the floating sensation of  ‘after’ 

SHOKO is facing us, JEAN PAUL pressed behind her, his black arm around her 

TRACK IN: slowly on the serene-looking SHOKO; her hairdo is un-done and her 
beautiful black hair spilling out across the pillow 

Her makeup partially removed: we see the freckles that were hiding under all 
that pancake 

SHOKO 
Softly, in Japanese 

I think I’m in love. 

PANNING UP: slowly from  SHOKO to JEAN PAUL 

CLOSEUP: JEAN PAUL 

JEAN PAUL 
In Wolof, with panic 

I am fourteen years old. 

FADE to: BLACK Then CUT TO: 

18. EXT. DAY: SOCCER FIELD: EPILOGUE 

As credits roll. We see a forty-something black man on a soccer field (JEAN 
PAUL'S father), dressed like a coach, looking impatiently at a watch; We see 
JEAN PAUL running to him with a HUGE grin on his face           
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                                             FIN 


